
The buildings surround the quad and are connected by 
covered walkways.  There are 10 permanent classrooms 
and 12 portables.  The multi-purpose room has a folding 
platform stage and is very small for the student population.  
Some barrier free upgrades have been made to the 
buildings, but full compliance is incomplete.  Facility storage 
as well as classroom storage is limited.

The facility has been maintained in good condition but the 
thirty plus year old school does not meet current energy 
standards.  Improvements could be made through the use 
of more efficient windows, lighting and mechanical systems.  
Benefits could also be gained through more effective 
energy control systems.  The school has had minimal 
upgrades for barrier free access and is not fully compliant 
with current code.  Some of the restrooms have also been 
upgraded for barrier free access, but with exposed patches 
of floors and walls and are not fully code compliant.

In addition, the school is not well equipped with 
contemporary teaching tools and electronics.  The 
classrooms are small for the number of students and 
storage, for both classroom and facility, is severely limited. 

Narrative Summary
This 6.6 acre site is in a fully developed older neighborhood 
and is small for an elementary school serving 498 students. 
Abraham Lincoln E. S. was built in 1978 and the "pod design" 
is typical of several in the district. 

Vehicle access for parent and bus loading and unloading 
zones are combined along the Glenmoor Drive frontage 
with no clearly designated loading or unloading zones and 
are congested.  There are no barrier free loading and 
unloading spaces and no separate drop off for 
kindergarten and pre-school.  Staff and visitor parking is 
allocated to a deep lot on the south side of the campus 
with only one drive for entry and exit.  This parking lot is also 
used for service access to the Multi-Purpose building and 
trash area.  Emergency vehicle access to the site is good 
but poorly marked.  While some effort has been made to 
provide compliant "path of travel" upgrades, issues remain 
in and around the drop off and parking areas.  All of these 
conditions contribute to congestion and an unsafe 
environment for children.

The original complex of four buildings include a multi-
purpose/administrative building, kindergarten and two, four-
classroom pods. 
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The outdoor student gathering area or Quad is adequate but not 
well utilized.  The paved play areas are small but appear 
adequate and in reasonably good condition.  The play fields also
appear adequate and are in fair condition.  The landscaping and 
playfields could be more water efficient with drought tolerant 
planting and updated irrigation systems.

Based on the opportunities, facility conditions and code issues 
identified in this report, Abraham Lincoln Elementary School 
appears to be in generally good condition and should be suitable
for further modernization. 

Countryside Park

Abraham Lincoln Elementary School is 
committed to providing high-quality 
education to our diverse student body. 
We achieve our goals through a 
challenging curriculum, quality teachers, 
and an atmosphere that emphasizes 
communication and cooperation. 
Together, these elements create a safe 
and engaging learning environment in 
which all students can excel.
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High Performance 
Transformation

Encourage innovation in high performance school 
design creating safe, motivating and sustainable 
learning environments that reduce dependence on 
non-sustainable resources.

Create safe, barrier free outdoor learning environments 
incorporating efficient and effective storm water 
management, landscaping, lighting and surfaces.

Improve the  efficiency of fixtures, appliances and 
irrigation systems to reduce domestic water usage.

Optimize energy efficiency and performance to minimize 
environmental impacts and reduce operating costs 
associated with fossil fuels.

Improve the learning environment and extend the life-
cycle of facilities while encouraging the use of efficient 
sustainable materials and reducing waste.

Enhance air quality, thermal comfort, natural  light, 
acoustic performance and physical environments while 
reducing pollutants.  Provide a safe, healthy, functional 
environment to help motivate students and encourage 
attendance.

Sustainable Sites - Learning Environments
No barrier free seating or access provided for group 
gathering at central courtyard.

Sustainable Sites - School Entry/Drop Off 
Congested parent & bus drop off are combined 
in street right of way.  Rolled curb have no 
warning domes and no barrier free access.

Energy & Atmosphere - Mechanical
Old, inefficient and damaged equipment should 
be replaced.

Materials & Resources - Exterior
An abundance of rooftop equipment, inadequate
slopes and poor drainage impact life cycle & 
integrity of roof.

Water Efficiency 
Old inefficient fixtures and fittings need to be 
replaced with efficient barrier free fixtures.

Materials & Resources - Interior
The addition of day lighting would improve the 
quality of the classroom environment.

Energy & Atmosphere - Electrical 
A panel located between portables A & B has 
exposed live bus work creating a serious hazard for 
maintenance personal and children. 

Sustainable Sites - Efficiency
Play field irrigation is inadequate and inefficient 
and needs updating.  Fields need re-seeding.

Indoor Environmental Quality
Inadequate storage adversely impacts the learning 
environment and barrier free access.  Comprehensive 
storage systems are needed.
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‘Student Centered Education’
The following is a site organizational concept of 
Abraham Lincoln Elementary School  to 
implement the Strategic Plan 2010-2014: Putting 
Children First and the Common Core 
Standards.   

SAFE & WELCOMING SCHOOL
Dedicated Drop-Off

Visitor/Staff Parking

Garden/Quad/Outdoor Learning

CAREER & COLLEGE READY
Core Academic Pathway Transformation

Kindergarten (K)
Elementary; Lower 1-3, Upper 4-6

Project Lab Expansion (3,000 sf)
Project Labs (PL)
Art/Science

Support Support Spaces – distributed

FAMILY & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Technology Center (TC) Transformation (6,200 sf)

Media Center & Computer Lab
Parent Center & Conference Room
Teacher Planning Center
Note: Transformation of (E) MP

Multi-Purpose (MP) Expansion (7,536 sf)
Dining / Gym / Assembly / Stage 
Restrooms / Kitchen / Storage

ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION
Classroom Conversion / Expansion (9,240 sf)

Portable to Permanent and CR 
Expansion to meet optimized 
Campus Capacity Goals of 552 - 672 
students.  Add 9 Classrooms & 
Support Spaces

PL

TC

MP

MP

TC

Admin
PL

Classroom Expansion

Classroom 
Expansion

Parking
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School Site Facility(s) Needs 
The following list was provided by the school’s 
principal which was generated from school site 
council and community meetings:

CHPS Summary
Collaborative for High Performance Schools

Supports the idea that “a well-designed facility 
can truly enhance performance and make 
education more enjoyable and 
rewarding…and a productive learning 
experience.”

In accordance with the Green and Grid 
Neutral Model Schools Policy Initiative-BP 
3511and Resolution No. 2583; Adopting the 
Collaborative for High Performing Schools 
(CHPS) Criteria, the following summary 
characterizes how Abraham Lincoln 
Elementary School aligns with the Best 
Practices Criteria.

SUMMARY  by Eligible    Actual
CHPS Categories Points      Points

 Leadership, Education 
& Innovation 13          1

 Sustainable Sites 14          3
 Water Efficiency 9            0
 Energy & Atmosphere 29        1
 Climate 10 0
 Materials & Resources        18          2
 Indoor Environmental

Quality 23/25 2

TOTAL 118            9

Under CHPS CHPS High
Performing Minimum                Performing

0 9 25 118 Points
ALES

Facility needs at Abraham Lincoln

- Leaking roof repair and walkway covers
- Updated playground equipment
- Building repairs/more restrooms
- Classroom supplies
- Indoor gym
- Unsafe drop off and pick up reconfiguration
- More basketball courts

Indoor Environmental 
Quality

- Electrical Systems
- Lighting Systems
- Technology Systems
- Low Voltage Systems

Energy & Atmosphere
- Central Plant
- HVAC Systems
- Specialty Systems
- Alternative Energy Systems

Sustainable Sites
- School Entry & 
Drop-off

- Parking & Drives
- Service Access
- Outdoor Activity
- Campus Core 
- Utilities & Infrastructure

Water Efficiency
- Site Utilities &
Infrastructure

- Plumbing Systems
- Specialty Systems
- Fire Protection 
Systems

Campus Assessment Summary
Materials & 
Resources
- Signage 
- Door Hardware
- Interior Space
- Exterior Finish

Leadership, Education & 
Innovation

- Career & College Ready
- Family & Community Engagement
- Organizational Transformation

Assessment Total
Cost Summary reflects Total Project Cost Estimate, inclusive 
of Construction Cost and Soft Cost 
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Project Cost 
Summary Matrix

Schools as Teaching 
Tools

$ 849,420

$ 113,750 

$ 0

$ 102,960

$ 576,290

$ 0

$ 1,642,420

$ 860,720

$ 22,360 

$ 620,230

$ 871,650

$ 1,222,520

$ 0

$ 3,587,480

$ 621,790

$ 52,130 

$ 181,480

$ 680,810

$ 620,880

$ 0 

$ 13,303,160

$ 2,321,930

$ 188,240 

$ 801,710

$ 1,655,420

$ 2,419,690

$ 11,038,690

$ 18,038,690
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